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Using a recently proposed model spectrum for weakly sheared turbulence[M. Ishihara, K. Yoshida,
and Y. Kaneda, Phys. Rev. Lett.88, 154501(2002)], the mean momentum fluxes caused by subgrid
scales are evaluated analytically. Using the result to calibrate the Smagorinsky coefficient, the value
obtained is remarkably close to the traditional result obtained from balancing kinetic energy
dissipation. For the Gaussian filter, the same conclusion is obtained when the Smagorinsky model
is supplemented with the nonlinear model. It is concluded that when in practice the Smagorinsky
model does not correctly predict the mean subgrid scale(SGS) stresses in large eddy simulation
(LES), it must be due to either nonuniversal effects at large scales, or due to strong shear that
violates the model spectrum assumed in the present analysis. Analysis of a two-parameter mixed
model shows that the nonlinear term must be weighted more strongly in high shear conditions than
in weak shear. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1773846]

There is a fairly robust consensus that dissipation of ki-
netic energy of the resolved scales is the most important
effect of subgrid-scale closures for LES of turbulent flow
(see Refs. 1–4). Already Lilly5 used the condition that the

SGS energy dissipation −kti j S̃i jl (whereti j =uiuj̃ − ũiũj is the

SGS stress tensor andS̃ij is the strain-rate tensor of the re-
solved scales) equals that predicted by the Smagorinsky

model 2cs
2D2kuS̃uS̃ij S̃i jl (D being the filter scale) to derive a

relationship between the Smagorinsky coefficientcs and the
universal Kolmogorov constantcK. He obtained cs

=s3cK /2d−3/4/p (and thuscs,0.17 forcK=1.6) for a spectral
cut-off filter. The Smagorinsky model assumes the SGS
stress is perfectly correlated with the resolved strain rate
which, as is well known,2,6 does not correspond to the cor-
relation between the real SGS stress and strain rate which in
reality is much smaller. As a consequence, when the Smago-
rinsky coefficient is determined by Lilly’s methodology, the
magnitudes of the SGS stresses are generally
underestimated.3,7,8 If the standard Smagorinsky model un-
derpredicts the instantaneous SGS stress tensor magnitudes,
one worries that it also underpredicts the mean SGS stress,
i.e., the net momentum flux associated with the subgrid
scales. For flows with mean shear and when the filter scale is
not negligibly small compared to the integral scale of turbu-
lence, the subgrid scales can carry significant amounts of
mean momentum flux and thus such underprediction can be a
serious issue for LES.

In this Brief Communication, we present an analysis of

the mean momentum flux predicted by the Smagorinsky and
mixed models in flows with mean shear. The condition that
the Smagorinsky model predict the correct SGS mean mo-
mentum flux can be written as

kti j
dl = − 2cs

2D2ks2S̃mnS̃mnd1/2S̃ijl, s1d

where the superscriptd refers to the deviatoric part of the
tensor. For isotropic turbulencekti j

dl=0 and the mean shear
condition does not provide any useful information about the
model. Conversely, consider a homogeneous turbulent flow
with uniform mean velocity gradient tensorkAikl=]kuil /]xk.
For such a flow,kti j

dl equals

kti j
dl =E E

−`

`

E s1 − uĜDskdu2dQi j
dd3k , s2d

whereĜDskd is the transfer function of the filter at scaleD, k
is the wavevector, andQi j is the spectral energy density ten-
sor. Starting with Lumley,9 there is growing evidence10–12

that the co-spectrum of turbulence with mean shear displays
universal features in the inertial range. Recently, Ishiharaet
al.12 have proposed and tested a functional form which is
general under the condition thatQi j depends linearly upon
the mean velocity gradient tensorkAmnl:
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Qi jskd =
cK

4p
e2/3k−11/3Pijskd + e1/3k−13/3Tij abskdkAabl,

s3d

wherePijskd=di j −kik j is the standard projection tensor,ki

=ki /k, and

Tij abskd = AfPiaskdPjbskd + PibskdPjaskdg

+ BPijskdkakb. s4d

From analysis of a direct numerical simulation(DNS) data-
base, Ishiharaet al.12 determine thatA,−0.16,B,−0.4 and
show that this gives good agreement with the Lumley
co-spectrum.9

Using this spectral model, we may now evaluate the in-
tegral of Eq.(2) (from here on,ti j will denote the deviatoric
part for notational simplicity):

kti jl =E
0

+`

s1 − uĜDskdu2d
cK

4p
e2/3k−5/3dk Yij

+E
0

+`

s1 − uĜDskdu2dkAable1/3k−7/3dk Zij ab, s5d

where Yij ;rfPijskd− 1
3di j Pmmskdg dV, Zij ab;rfTij abskd

− 1
3di jTmmabskdg dV with V being solid angle, and obtain

kti jl = 8
15p−1/3s7A − Bde1/3D4/3Iss− 7

3dkSijl, s6d

where Issxd=e0
`kxs1−uĜpu2ddk. Due to the linear relation-

ship of the spectral tensor with the mean velocity gradient
and becauseTij ab is symmetric ina and b, this result is
proportional to the mean strain-rate tensor.

The mean stress predicted by the Smagorinsky model is

kti j
Sl = − 2cs

2D2kuS̃uS̃ijl

< − 2cs
2D2k2S̃mn

2 l1/2kSijl

=− 23/2cs
2D2FkSmnl2 + cKe2/3Sp

D
D4/3

IS1

3
DG1/2

kSijl,

s7d

whereIsxd=e0
`kxuĜpu2dk. Equatingkti jl with kti j

Sl and solv-
ing for the Smagorinsky coefficient yields

scs
2dmom=

2Î2

15
sB − 7AdcK

−1/2p−1IsS−
7

3
DI−1/2S1

3
D

F1 +S2cKIS1

3
DD−1

p−4/3S*2G1/2 , s8d

whereS* =s2kSmnlkSmnld1/2e−1/3D2/3 is the mean strain mag-
nitude normalized with the inertial-range time at scaleD.
Evaluating the integralsI and Is for the cut-off filter, and
replacing withcK=1.6, A=−0.16 andB=−0.4, yields

scsdmom= 0.17s1 + 0.091S*2d−1/4. s9d

In the limit of small mean strainS* the result scsdmom

<0.17 is essentially equal to the value obtained from the
dissipation balance(up to two significant numbers). Note
that the condition of momentum balance, even in the limit

S* →0, yields a different expression for the coefficient than
dissipation balance. To see this clearly, note from Eq.(8) that
scsdmomsS* →0d depends on the constantsA, B, and cK,
whereascs only depends uponcK. Note also that the present
result forscsdmom differs from what is obtained from dissipa-
tion balance in cases where the effects of mean shear are
explicitly taken into account, such as the model calculation
of Yoshizawa.13

For the Gaussian filter, we obtain

scsdmom= 0.26s1 + 0.088S*2d−1/4. s10d

When S* →0, scsdmom=0.26, which now is significantly
larger thancs=f2cKIs 1

3
dg−3/4p−1<0.16 obtained from dissi-

pation balance for the Gaussian filter. This difference would
imply that the Smagorinsky model with the standard coeffi-
cient obtained from dissipation balance would underestimate
the mean SGS momentum fluxes by a factors0.16/0.26d2

,0.38. Nevertheless, it is well known6,14,15 that for the
Gaussian filter one must also consider the Leonard stress as
part of the model. For our purposes it is convenient to work
with the Taylor-series approximation of the model, also
called the nonlinear, or tensor eddy-viscosity model,2,16,17

written as

ti j
SL= − 2cs

2D2uS̃uS̃ij +
D2

12
SNij −

1

3
di jNmmD , s11d

where Nij ;s]ũi /]xkds]ũj /]xkd. To evaluate the mean mo-
mentum flux predicted from this model, the average ofNij is
required, which can be evaluated from the spectral tensor.
One thus obtains

kti j
SLl = − 23/2cs

2D2FkSmnl2 + cKe2/3D−4/3p4/3IS1

3
DG1/2

kSijl

+
2

45
s7A − Bdp5/3e1/3D4/3IS−

1

3
DkSijl

+
D2

12
FkAiklkAjkl −

1

3
di jkAmklkAmklG . s12d

This model now includes a term which is not proportional to
the mean strain rate. To equate this predicted mean stress
with the one obtained from the SGS spectrum[Eq. (6),
which is proportional to the mean strain rate] we choose to
equate the predicted projections onto the mean strain-rate
tensor, i.e.,kti jlkSijl=kti j

SLlkSijl. Solving for the coefficient
yields

scSL
2 dmom= F1 +

1

2
ScKIS1

3
DD−1

p−4/3S*2G−1/2

3H G

48
cK

−1/2I−1/2S1

3
Dp−2/3S*

+ sB − 7AdcK
−1/2I−1/2S1

3
DF2Î2

15
p−1IsS−

7

3
D

−
Î2

90
pIS−

1

3
DGJ , s13d

whereG=kAiklkAjklkAijlskSmnlkSmnld−3/2 is a parameter char-
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acterizing the structure of the mean velocity gradient. For
planar shear,G=0, for axisymmetric extension,G=−Î6/6,
and G=Î6/6 for axisymmetric contraction. Evaluating nu-
merically, in the limit of smallS* we obtainscSLdmom<0.15,
independently ofG.

The energy balance for the Smagorinsky model supple-
mented with the nonlinear model requires us to calculate

kNij S̃ijl, a third-order moment that cannot be evaluated from
the spectral tensor, but that may be expressed in terms of the
skewness coefficient of the filtered velocity-derivativesS
;ks]ũ18 /]x1d3l / ks]ũ18 /]x1d2l3/2 in the limit of smallS* , where
it appears reasonable to assume isotropic statistics of the re-
solved third-order moments. Also, measurements18 show S
<−0.4 for the Gaussian filter. Evaluating the coefficient in
the limit of smallS* yields

cSL= HF2cKIS1

3
Dp4/3G−3/2

+
7Î15

1080
SJ1/2

< 0.13. s14d

Thus for the Gaussian filter, when the Smagorinsky model is
supplemented with the Leonard-type term, the momentum
balance again yields results quite close to those of the energy
dissipation balance.

Finally, one may use the two conditions of dissipation
and momentum balance to simultaneously solve for two co-
efficients in a mixed model in which the nonlinear model is
written with an arbitrary coefficient, i.e.,

ti j
SM = − 2C1D2uS̃uS̃ij + C2D2sNij − 1

3Nmmdi jd . s15d

The two conditions aree=−kti j
SMS̃ijl and kti jlkSijl=kti j

SMl
3kSijl. The approach of using two different balance condi-
tions to solve for two independent coefficients was utilized
for balancing dissipations of energy and enstrophy.18 Replac-
ing and evaluating the expressions yields the pair of equa-
tions

aeC1 + beC2 = ce, atC1 + btC2 = ct, s16d

where

ce = 1, ae = fS*2 + 2cKIs1/3dp4/3g3/2, s17d

be = −
Î2

4
GS*3 −

4

15
s5A + Bdp5/3IS−

1

3
DS*2

−
7Î30

45
fcKIs1/3dg3/2p2S, s18d

ct =
4

15
s7A − Bdp−1/3Iss− 7/3d, s19d

at = − fS*2 + 2cKIs1/3dp4/3g1/2, s20d

bt =
Î2

4
GS* +

4

15
s7A − BdIS−

1

3
Dp5/3. s21d

Evaluating for the cut-off filter and usingS,−0.3 (valid for
the cut-off filter18) we obtain

C1 = 0.027
F1sS*d
F2sS*d

, and C2 = 0.0047
F3sS*d
F4sS*d

, s22d

where F1sS*d=Î1+0.091S*2s1−0.22GS* −0.20S*2

+0.022GS*3d, F2sS*d=1−0.22GS* +0.019S*2 −0.020GS*3

−0.0065S*4 +1.7310−8GS*5, F3sS*d=1+1.1S*2 and F4sS*d
=1−0.22GS* −0.071S*2 +1.8310−7GS*3. The results are
plotted in Fig. 1 as function ofS* , for the three extreme
values of G. When the same procedure is applied for the
Gaussian filter, one obtains

C1 = 0.014
F5sS*d
F6sS*d

, and C2 = 0.099
F7sS*d
F8sS*d

, s23d

where F5sS*d=Î1+0.088S*2s1−0.45GS* −0.91S*2

+0.10GS*3d, F6sS*d=1−0.24GS* +0.013S*2 −0.022GS*3

−0.0066S*4 −2.2310−10GS*5, F7sS*d=1+0.14S*2 and
F8sS*d=1−0.24GS* −0.075S*2 −2.5310−9GS*3. The results
are plotted in Fig. 2. We can see that for both filter types, the
nonlinear model part becomes more important at large non-
dimensional mean velocity gradientS* . At high S* , C1 even
becomes negative(backscatter).

In conclusion, a recent model spectrum12 for homoge-
neous turbulence with mean velocity gradients can be used to
evaluate the mean momentum fluxes caused by the subgrid
scales. This allows quantifying SGS model coefficients based
on mean SGS momentum flux balance instead of the tradi-
tional approach of using kinetic energy dissipation. Remark-
ably, the Smagorinsky coefficient deduced from momentum
balance is very close to the traditional coefficient deduced
from mean dissipation balance. An analysis of the mixed
model where two coefficients are adjusted to obtain jointly
the proper balance of kinetic energy and mean momentum
yields a value that increases with mean shear for the coeffi-
cient of the nonlinear-model part.

FIG. 1. C1 and C2 calculated with simultaneous energy and momentum
balance for cut-off filter, withG=−Î6/6,0, andÎ6/6. Solid lines:C1;
dashed lines:C2. The arrows mark the directions along whichG increases.
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Our results show that the traditional Smagorinsky model
should predict correctly the mean SGS stress in flows with
weak mean velocity gradients. This conclusion differs from
the observations that the Smagorinsky model tends to under-
predict the magnitude of the instantaneous, fluctuating SGS
stresses.3,7,8 A corollary to this conclusion is that if it is
observed that the Smagorinsky model does not predict
the correct mean SGS stress(as is known to happen near
solid walls, for example), the cause must lie in a failure of
the model spectrum[Eq. (3)] used here. Such a failure
can occur at large scales whenD approaches the integral
scale, or when the magnitude of the mean velocity
gradient is sufficiently large to void the linearity assumption
upon which Eq.(3) is based. In that case, higher-order
terms would need to be added to Eq.(3), such as
k−15/3Qijmqnpskd] kuml /]xq] kunl /]xp, whereQijmqnpskd is the
isotropic 6th rank tensor function of a unit vectork. Note
also that sinceTij ab in Eq. (3) is symmetric in bothsi j d and
sabd, predictions for mean SGS stress obtained in this paper
do not depend upon mean rotation. Only at second order will
such dependency occur. Unfortunately, to fully characterize

Qijmqnpskd, a total of 17 scalar parameters are required. The
task of finding these parameters from empirical data would
be challenging.
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for Gaussian filter.
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